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BEECH CLEARANCES
& AUCTIONS
Bringing lots fresh to the market.

REFLECTION ON WONDEROUS
HOUSE CLEARANCE FINDS
Period townhouse, fabulous farmhouses,
a 1960s bungalow and what we found there!

FEATURED
THIS MONTH:
NEW DATE 1st-5th Dec
Antiques & Silver Auction

Treasure comes in many forms. As a house clearer and auctioneer,
the total thrill is in 'the find' & reporting back to the family of the estate.
Each house clearance, holds treasure for someone.
Our last few auctions have seen our registered buyers snap up treasure
in the form of snap on tools & machinery or
sewing up their purchases with haberdashery & craft items.
This month our house hunting has turned 'Curioser and Curioser'
with not only some super ceramic and antique furniture finds,
an absolute haul of silver, a militaria silver chest returns
and a stork delivers but also a literal treasure is found.
see pages 2-5.

Haul of Silver Found
Mad as a Hatter
Stork or Gooseberry
Crock around the Clock
Military Silver Chest
Lest We Forget
Bonheur du Jour
Vincent Van Goat
Maggie Moves In
Christmas &
New Year Auction
29th Dec-2nd Jan

HAUL OF PERIOD SILVER

SUPERB CLEARANCE FINDS
ALL WITH NO RESERVE!

NEW DATE: 1st - 5th DEC

The clearances of a couple of farmhouses and a
Georgian townhouse has brought some good furniture
and ceramic lots forward for our next auction. But it was
a 1960s bungalow in a local village which took our team
totally by surprise. ‘The finding of a gold thimble and a
gold coin stick pin in a sewing box was not unexpected,
but the property held secrets that left me lost for words’
said house clearer and auctioneer Hilary Mackay

William IV silver pumpkin tea pot & set made to match some 35 years later
Below: 1897 sIlver Maundy coin set.

A box that was labelled ‘SILVER’ got my immediate
attention, but turned out to contain a number of silver-
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Commander on the Royal Yacht

BUT a dusty suitcase followed by another and another
revealed an astonishing haul of period silver. Just the
volume and weight alone was a great find being over
320 troy ounces (10kilos). As I opened the first case
expecting it to be full of clothes, the first unwrapping
revealed a William IV pumpkin teapot, followed by a
teaset made to match in Bond Street, London some 35

Britannia, in attendance of HRH
Prince of Wales during his
investiture at Caernarvon with
his final post as deputy director
of medical personnel for the
Royal Navy. He passed away in
1975 at the age of 49.
The family has instructed me to

years later. Next out of the case was a hot water jug

auction all of the finds from the

having quite an Arts & Crafts style to it, but surprisingly

estate including

has a George I hallmark by maker Humphrey Payne. Two
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pint mugs from the George II/III period have contrasting

with no reserve. 1st-5th Dec

styles, one being of baluster form adorned with fauna

further silver finds are also

chase work by John Bell II C1760 & the second of plain

forward with no reserve from a

form with acanthus thumb scroll being a little later
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C1763. Flatware included bottom struck tablespoons by
nonother than Hester Bateman, late Victorian teaspoons,
later coffee spoons, caddy & christening pairs, as well as
many other silver items.
A 1920 silver mustard is engraved Ward Mess Room, HMY
Alexandra with a further presentation engraving and
signed photographs in quality frames of Queen Elizabeth
& the Duke of Edinburgh 1970 & Prince of Wales
investiture 1969 triggered my investigative research into
the family history and royal connections.

Below: .Gold stick pin found in a sewing box
along with a 15ct gold thimble.
RIght : stack of 22ct gold bands
Right: George I hot water
jug by Humphrey Payne
C1724 & an unmarked
turquoise floral lozenge
bracelet. Along with 320
Troy ounces/10 kilos of
silver all forward for
auction with no reserve.

Above: Ladies boxed gold Rolex wristwatch & Jarrolds of Knightsbridge
framed and boxed signed 1969 Prince of Wales Investiture photograph

CURIOUSER & CURIOUSER
A complex sharp mind and vivid imagination are required to write
fantastical tales of twists, turns and quite frankly complete and utter
‘bonkersness’. One such author was the Reverend Charles Lutwidge
Dodgson. Born in 1832 in Daresbury, Cheshire. He was never short of
company having 10 siblings and would spend much time creating stories
to entertain them. At 18 he enrolled at Oxford, later becoming a senior
student at the university’s College of Christ Church. Seniors had to be
ordained as priests and take a vow of celibacy. He evaded the ordination
rule became a teacher of mathematics and deacon of the Anglican
Church, living at the college as a bachelor until he died in 1898.
Charles had a keen interest in photography after seeing early examples of
daguerreotypes as a child and this interest lead him to become an
accomplished portrait photographer. He took many portraits of his
friends & their children. One such family was of Dean Henry Liddell,
whose son Harry was taught arithmetic and rowing by Charles. His three
sisters Lorina, Alice, and Edith, would also accompany Charles and their
brother on picnics and adventures in the countryside. He had an unclelike relationship with them and he would entertain them, just as he did
with his siblings, by creating stories, often making them the main
characters.
And so a story evolved, that would prove to be as popular now as it was in
Victorian times, the story of a girl called Alice written under the pen name
Lewis Carroll.
Alice in Wonderland was published in 1865, was immediately popular in
Victorian society, and has been in print, art, film and tv production ever
since. It was followed by Alice Through The Looking Glass & What She
Found There published in December 1871 dated 1872.
A recent house clearance resulted in the finding of an 1872 first edition
of ‘ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS & WHAT SHE FOUND THERE '
coupled with a third edition of 'ALICE IN WONDERLAND' both in gilded
red cloth binding. Forward for our 1st-5th Dec.auction Est: £700-900.

Below: Rev. Charles Lutwidge Dogson
Above: photographic portaits of Alice

The C20th brought huge scrutiny of the writings and the author, with
psychoanalytical attempts and parody from the 1930s trend for Freudian
references to date. We could analyse and medically pigeonhole the
characters: The Mad Hatter being bipolar & obsessive compulsive, with
theft tendencies (having a 10/6 label still on his top hat) the Cheshire Cat
schizophrenic and the White Rabbit anxiety disorders, the Queens of
Hearts egotistical and narcissistic, there is even an actual yet rare medical
condition known as AIWS (Alice in Wonderland Syndrome) where the
suffers often at dusk cannot perceive the sizes of objects correctly,
purported to have visual and migraine links. Yet without these complex
characters, the writings would be droll.
An exhibition in 1999 of some of his 3000+ photographs, approximately
half of which are of children, some semi-naked or nude (which was a very
common occurrence in Victorian times) has led to modern leaned
questions over his sexuality, twisted or no. Claims of an unhealthy interest
in Alice herself. Some of the entries in his diaries around 1863 have been
cut out by inheriting family, at a time when relationships with the Liddells
broke down over rumours of him using entertaining the children, as a way
to pay court to the governess or even to the daughters themselves.
Truth or gossip, who knows, but if you wish to psychoanalyse the
Wonderland writings and author, then I suggest you drag up a chair,
as you may be there a long while and in the meantime the works will live
on as the innocent classics we were brought up with and adore.

Stork delivers a 50/50 chance

A farmhouse clearance saw the delightful find of
an 1885 silver scissor action stork. Having a swaddling
wrapped baby hidden in its belly, this stork stands on its finger
loop scissor action legs, cleverly designed so one finger can go
through both loops clamping the bill tight, leaving the users
other hand free for one of two possible uses.
Having not seen one before, my initial thought was that
this a midwifery umbilical cord clamp with
silver being the most sterile & antibacterial metal
OR was it simply a decorative christening gift, single handedly
useful for clamping ribbon in the beak and feeding it through
the new child's clothing, to add decorative ribboning,
hence a ribbon puller, the latter, most probably more correct.
UK salerooms of all levels in the past have auctioned them
under both descriptions, but either way, it is a pretty and
decorative piece, the perfect addition to any silver collection
or possibly as an unusual new parent/midwife Christmas gift
potential! Forward with no reserve 1st -5th December auction.
Estimate: £40-60

Stork Delivery

Which childhood tale were you told?
In Greek mythology, Gerana was a beautiful
woman who despised the gods Artemis and
Hera. As a punishment Hera turned Gerana
into a stork, desperate to get her son Mopsos
back, she flew in to abduct him, hence the
image of a stork carrying a baby in a banket.
This image gained strength in the C19th after
Hans Christian Andersen's novel 'The Storks'
As for the gooseberry bush, well, that is simply
C19th slang for female pubic hair, the bush was
either naturally unkempt, as seen top right or
below tidied and resembling the prickly fruit.
Hence'found under a gooseberry bush' became
the Victorian prudish explanation to children!

Gooseberry Bush

Antiques, Silver, Jewellery & Collectables Auction
has a new date of 1st -5th December
This auction was originally scheduled for 18th-21st November, but due to a further period
property to clear, for marketing purposes and primarily because there are far too many
fabulous lots to rush the lotting photography and condition reports,
the auction date has been changed to 1st - 5th December.
It is a cracking sale of quality items and silver, most forward with no reserve.
Online registered clients will get an email notification
when the catalogue is ready to view.
To register for free, visit www.beechauctions.co.uk & select Log In/Register
it will be followed by our usual Christmas to New Year mixed auction - 29th Dec-2nd Jan!

Crock around the clock
Wag keeps time as big names in ceramics are forward for auction.

A Wag on the Wall, is a wall clock having an exposed pendulum and weights, like a
halfway house between a long case clock and a wall clock. The term wag comes from
the visible pendulum movement, swinging from side to side, just like a dog's tail.
(The image shown to the left is just an example of a typical octagonal wag
and not the actual one forward for auction on 1st -5th December - yet to be photographed. )

The Wag is of octagonal construction in walnut veneer, with decorative Tunbridgeware
type inlay. The clock has been working for over 50 years in the family's period
townhouse, but may require a general service to ensure
it keeps time to military precision in the future. No reserve Est: £150-200

MILITARY PRECISION
A local period townhouse
clearance found a Wag
on the wall clock, that
has been keeping time
with military precision
in a Callington property
for over 50 years.
From the estate of
Major General Ian Baxter CBE
Ian was well known in the
antique trade world &
is a truly missed friend.
He was a British Army officer
who played a crucial role
at short notice in organising
the logistics for the
British Forces
in the Falklands War
The eldest to pass the
Royal Marines
All Arms Commando Course
We send our best wishes to Meg his
wife, on her recovery from a recent
illness and hope she settles well in
her new home nearer her daughters.
Before you all ask, as I know our
military collectors have all been
chomping at the bit for them, but his
superb campaign chest and his
medals will not be coming up for
auction, latter having
quite rightly gone to the
British Army Museum.

Royal Crown Derby is a name in ceramics that
needs no introduction and is renown for quality.
House clearance finds bring pieces in the Old Imari
pattern 2451 dating from 1918 to 2011, all forward
with no reserve.
A fine Dresden porcelain tea caddy & cover
is most probably by Helena Wolfshon
having her signature type decoration of gilding
framework to handpainted classical European
scenes amidst canary yellow floral panels. Having
some damage to the cover, of repairable nature, it is
a golden opportunity to purchase a quality caddy
that could be just your cup of tea!
No reserve Est: £40-80
Another maker needing no introduction is
Clarice Cliff, a pretty pink finished version of the
waterlily bowl is forward, being another house
clearance find, hidden in an airing cupboard!

MILITARY CAMPAIGN SILVER CHEST
COMPLETE WITH CONTENTS!
by Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Co.Ltd 112 Regent St, London
of Capt. R. Eustace 39th Garhwal Rifles, British Indian Army.
In our 5th December auction. Over 200 troy ounces of
crested/monogrammed silver, Regent & other flatware.
FULL INVENTORY EMBEDDED IN THE ONLINE CATALOGUE to follow.

Above: Goldsmith & SIlversmith Co.
original advertisement Right: Captain Eustace's
silver chest complete with trays & contents
(was begging to be laid out in the same manner!)

LEST
WE
FORGET

Callington Poppy Volunteer Group's

poppy wave at St Mary's Church in Callington

C1870 BONHEUR DU JOUR
A super clearance find is a striking 19th century ‘bonheur du jour’
a ladies reflecting writing desk of decorative credenza/buffet type form.
Mostly used in a ladies bedroom, it would not only be used for
her 'best hour of the day' writing but also for serving a bedroom breakfast
& to display her favorite trinkets.
Constructed of ebonised mahogany with gilded detail, inlaid with
burr amboyna panels and what I think is kingswood cross banding.
The top has a central mirror back section flanked by panelled doors,
set with handpainted porcelain portrait plaques of Sevres type, ormolu corner
mountings, crowned with further central plaques and a brass trinket gallery.
The base section has a straight bottom plinth shelf, kneehole cut central shelf, rising on turned legs with plaque
detail to a central frieze fronted drawer, having brushing slide writing slope top of tooled and gilded leather inlay.
Ribbon framed portraits most probably by Sevres of Marie Antoinette & her sister Elizabeth
Going to auction 1st-5th Dec. Reserve: £700 Estimate: £750-950
please note the image displayed is of a similar type desk for reference purposes only,
but not the actual one being auctioned - although almost identical - full images to follow
in the online catalogue - with an embedded video & condition report.

BEECH
PARK
FARM
NEWS

Let me in! I need a cuddle!
Vincent Van Goat
survives toxic
poisoning after
nights of TLC
and Maggie a
new chicken
found out on the
road, has moved
in and is caught
well and truely
sleeping on the
office job!

Double Trouble
back out in the fields

